Alan Auldridge
6506 Amberwoods Drive
Boca Raton, Florida 33433
(561) 393-8283

December 28, 2009

To Whom It May Concern:
I’m pleased to recommend Arthur Kaufman and AnyTime Gutter & Screening. I
contacted them after I realized the company that installed my existing gutters had gone
out of business and was unable to service their work. I selected AnyTime Gutter &
Screening because of their informative web site. I was pleased that Arthur, the owner
of the company, personally came to my home to assist me.
In addition to a missing downspout, my existing gutters were not draining properly (they
were holding stagnant water) and they had been installed below (rather than
underneath) the metal flashing which was causing them to overflow during heavy rains
and stain the outside of the gutters. Arthur gave a detailed explanation of the problems
with my existing gutters as well as several options to consider.
After discussing the options with my wife, we decided to replace our existing gutters
with new properly installed gutters from AnyTime Gutter & Screening. They removed
the existing gutters one afternoon and installed new gutters the next day. Arthur and
his staff were informative, professional, and hard working. Every question that I asked
was answered with a level of detail and professionalism that gave me even more
confidence in my decision to have them replace my existing gutters. The new gutters
were properly installed under the metal flashing so they would not overflow and slightly
angled so they would drain properly. They also replaced my patio screens making my
patio look like new again. The best part was we didn’t even have to pay for four
months.
My wife and I highly recommend AnyTime Gutter & Screening for all of your gutter and
screening needs (assuming you want the job done right the first time). We are
extremely satisfied with the work they performed on our home and will definitely use
their services again.

Sincerely,

Alan Auldridge

